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   :      . 
Instruction : Write the same question number in answer-book as mentioned in the 

question paper.   
   
 

1. (a)        14 

  Write short note on any two of following : 

  (1) :  
  (2)   
  (3) -  
  (4)    
 (b)         (  ) 4 

  Answer the following questions with appropriate option : (any four) 

  (1)       ? (, , ) 

   How many chapters are there in Mruchchhakatik drama ? (Ten, Eight, Nine) 

  (2)     ? (, , ) 

   How was Charudatta in behaviour ? (Generous, Skate, Launderer) 

  (3)     ? (, , ) 

   Who was Maitreya in Mruchchhakatika ? (Vidushaka, King, Servant) 

  (4)        ? (, , ) 

   At whose house Vasantsena kept her jewelry ? (Charudatta, Shakar, King) 

  (5)       ? (, , ) 

   According to the Charudatta, what is the root of poverty ? (Obstacles, 
Happiness, Enjoyment) 

  (6)      ? (, , ) 

   Radanika was whose house servant ? (Charudatta, Shakaar, King) 
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2. (a)  . 14 

  Characterization of ‘’  

   /OR 

   . 

  Characterization of ‘’ 

 (b)         (  ) 4 

  Answer the following questions with appropriate option : (any four) 

  (1)    ? (, , ) 

   Who was the Rebhila ? (Musician, Goldsmith, Pot maker) 

  (2)     ? (  ,  ,  ) 

   How did Vasantsena looking ? (Beauty like Spring, Like Apsara, Like 
Moon) 

  (3)    ? ( ,  ,  )  

   Who was the Shakar ? (Brother in law of king, Friend of Charudatt, Soldier 
of King) 

  (4)        ? (, , ) 

   Who stole jewellery from Charudatt’s home ? (Aaryak, Shakar, Sarvilaka)  

  (5)       ? (, , )  

   Who was Aaryaka’s Friend as a future King ? (Palak, Sharvilak, Virak) 

  (6)      ? (, , ) 

   What was the name of the wife of Charudatt ? (Vasantasena, Dhoota, 
Radanika) 

 

3. (a)        14 

  Explain the reference to context given below. (Any Two)  

  (1)       

  (2)      

  (3)           

  (4)         
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 (b)         (  ) 3 

  Answer the following questions with appropriate option : (any three) 

  (1)      ? (, , ) 

   What is the name of fifth Act ? (Durdin, Alankarnyas, Dyutakarsamvahka) 

  (2)        ? (, , ) 

   Who send Vasantsena to Charudatta ? (Kumbhilak, Madanika, Servant) 

  (3)        ? (, , ) 

   In which dress Vasantsena went to meet Charudatta ?  

   (Beloved, Madhusarika, Ganika) 

  (4)       ? (, , )  

   In which time the Mango tree fertile with flowers ?  

   (Vasant, Sharad, Hemant) 

  (5)       ? (, , ) 

   Where was Charudatt sitting at the day of unfortunately rain ?  

   (Gallery, Garden, Room)   

 

4. (a)    . 14 

  Describe the full Characterization of ‘Charudatta’. 

          /OR 

       . 

  Describe the secondary love episode of Sharvilak and Madanika. 

 (b)         (  ) 3 

  Answer the following questions with appropriate option : (any three) 

  (1)         ? (, , ) 

   Who is praised in the first verse of Mruchchhakatik by poet ?  

   (Shiva, Krishna, Ambika) 

  (2)       ? (, , ) 

   Which occupation of Shudrak the writer of mruchchakatik ? (King, Farmer, 
Businessman) 
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  (3)     ? (, , )  

   What is the literary form of mruchchhakatika ? (epic, prakaran, drama) 

  (4)       ? (, , ) 

   For whom did Sharvilak steal ? (Lover, Mother, Brother) 

  (5)      ? (, , ) 

   Who was the owner of the casino ? (Mathur, Palak, Samvahak) 
 

_____________ 
 


